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OFFERING REAL SUPPORT TO EXPECTING MOTHERS AND COUPLES...
TO SAFEGUARD THE LIVES OF UNBORN CHILDREN...
AND OPEN DOORS TO GOSPEL CONVERSATIONS....
SO THAT ALL MIGHT LIVE AND THRIVE!

"Children are a
gift from the Lord.
They are a reward
f r o m h i m " Psalms 127:3
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
MELONIE FUSILIER

One of the questions we ask the people who come in the Birthline door is, “What
brought you here?” This is a different question than simply asking, how did you
get here? This question touches a deeper cord brought about by a touch from the
Lord.
I think it is only fair to answer this question myself.
I had never been involved in Pro-Life work before this year, although life as a
concept has been significant for me. My story began on March 1 st , 2007. At the
end of a very common procedure fixing a meniscus tear in my knee, I had a heart
attack and was on the edge of death. I had a near-death experience that changed
my life that day. I was allowed to see the operating room as the doctors tried to
revive me. Jesus was beside me and spoke to me words filled with life and love.
He told me that my time was not over and that there was work for me to finish
here on this earth. These words were filled with so much life and love that I felt
them deep in my spirit and soul.
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AS A MOTHER I REMEMBER WATCHING BOTH OF MY
GIRLS THROUGH INCUBATORS... THESE MEMORIES
(HAVE BECOME) DEEPLY PERSONAL, ESSENTIAL FOR
MY UNDERSTANDING THE FRAGILITY OF LIFE AND HOW
OVERCOMING DIFFICULT SITUATIONS CAN ONLY BE
DONE WITH GOD’S HELP.

...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
"Through the
praise of children
and infants, you
have established a
stronghold against
your enemies, to
silence the foe and
the avenger.
Psalm 8:2

Forty-eight hours later, when I was released from the ICU, the doctors were still shaking their
heads. They could find no clue as to the cause of the attack or how I survived. Even though I had
been close to death five times before this – The Lord used this one to wake me up.
Life was renewed in me that day. Over the last fourteen years I have moved closer and closer to
ministering to women and children specifically. Memories began to come up from my own family
as a child. I remembered that both my older sisters had unwanted pregnancies and their struggles
to bring those children into the world. One sister was taken to an abortion clinic but had the
strength to say no, and brought her child into the world and chose adoption for him. As a mother I
remember watching both of my girls through incubators as they struggled to live their first days.
These memories had a profound impact on me. They were no longer family memories but deeply
personal, essential to my understanding of the fragility of life and how overcoming difficult
situations can only be done with God’s help.
A few years ago, during a time of silence and solitude, Psalm 8 was revealed to me in ways I had
never pondered before. Psalm 8:2 says, “Through the praise of children and infants, you have
established a stronghold against your enemies, to silence the foe and the avenger.” At first, I
asked the question – What does this mean? How can the praise of children and infants silence the
foe? As I pondered this, I began to understand that this enemy, our enemy, cannot create; it can
only imitate. I believe the birth cry of an infant reminds this foe of all he cannot do, as well as all
the favor God has given human beings in His kingdom, and this enemy wants to destroy them.
Praise is the best weapon we have against the enemy, and children and infants praise so
innocently well. Their very voice is joy and praise.
As Andrew and I begin our work here at Birthline, life is our word and our song. The life of preborn
infants, babies, and children is precious. The life and hope of women, moms, and fathers are vital.
The participation of volunteers who step forward to help bring life and hope to people, families,
children, and babies is priceless. My role in this process of life is to train and support volunteers,
manage and organize the Center for clients, and keep the facility running.
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On Thursday October 9th Birthline of Loveland celebrated
its 40th Anniversary in grand fashion - volunteer gifts and
appreciation, history and stats of impact, an amazing
testimony from a current volunteer and previous client
(check out Christina Bauer’s story at 31:06 in our linked
video below), food, fun, fellowship, and festivities, and even
a video (linked below) of previous leaders of Birthline who
could not attend, giving their thoughts and well-wishes for
the future of Birthline. A smashing and inspiring event!
The event also looked to the future of Birthline and opportunities we have to continue in our cause of protecting the lives of the
unborn while caring for women and couples of unintended pregnancies. New Director Andrew Davies spoke of doing “needs
assessment” for what programs and resources are available in the Loveland community, and what gaps in services exist which
Birthline might fill. But one thing which is a firm, new initiative will be Birthline’s offering a “Life Language” class to churches and
interested groups, as the language we speak is around this issue is so important. For example…
Is Birthline a “Crisis Pregnancy Center”, or a “Pregnancy Resource Center”. We choose the latter term (Pregnancy Resource
Center), not the former term, since the word “crisis” can be language which raises the anxiety in women and couples of
unplanned pregnancies, actually moving them away from choosing life (and we don’t’ want to do that!). So in offering “Life
Language” Birthline can help the community explore word choices and the pro-life position in a way which will help their friends
and neighbors, and our community, speak in a way which will help those women and couples to be more willing to choose life.
We need to speak the language of those who are not Christians, nor pro-life, in order to connect with them and build bridges to
them and to Birthline. And in that effort we are also announcing that we will be having two websites - birthlineloveland.org (for
clients) and friendsofbirthline.org (for supporters). We met our $-raising goal for that at 40th; thank you to our donors!!
And thanks for all of your support, attendance, and your letting the community know of “Life Language” class opportunities
from Birthline – a way for us to give back to our churches and supporting groups, and a way to further change our culture for life!

Click link below for the 40th program (30 min)

https://youtu.be/O5eMtGiwSEs

Click link below for the Bithline History (6 min)

https://youtu.be/8tRxQ4l_z_w

INVOLVEMENT: How can I help?

We are in the season of the "40 Days of Life" international campaign,
so please remember to:
Pray for our cause and those courageously demonstrating for life
in public arenas,
Fill your Birthline baby bottles with loose change, cash, or checks,
and
Return them to Birthline at our location in the House of Neighborly
Service (see address below), perhaps during our Birthline Open
House, Tuesday November 23rd from 3-6pm (eat treats, meet
staff, see the facility)!

"Therefore, my
dear brothers
and sisters,
stand firm.
Let nothing move
you. Always
give yourselves
fully to the work
of the Lord,
because you
know that your
labor in the
Lord is not in
vain.”

1 CORINTHIANS 15:58

NEED: We also need a second working office computer. One of our
computers here at Birthline recently reached the end of its road, and
we need a replacement. It doesn't need to be fancy, it just needs to
have Windows 10 and be a tower (not laptop). Please contact us if
you can donate one!

OFFICE HOURS

Monday
Closed
Tuesday
10am - 4pm
Wednesday
10am - 4pm

Birthline board with new directors
Birthline of Loveland
1511 E. 11th St., Suite 160 970-663-2671
Loveland, CO 80537
info@birthlineofloveland.org
(in the Life Center with
(support)
House of Neighborly Service) friendsofbirthline.org
birthlineloveland.org (clients)

Thursday
Closed
Friday
Closed
Saturday & Sunday
Closed

